
BY      ZELA      MOHAMED,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

The  spirit of charitable

giving within  MLF
raised itself to a whole
new level in the wake
of the tsunami that
struck southeast Asia
on  December  26.

In
the days immediately following the disaster,

Michael  Mccain engaged employees across

the organization in his weekly communique to send

their donations to relief organizations such as the

Red Cross,  UNICEF Canada and World Vision,  or to

support Maple Leaf's own direct food relief project

to the region.

Maple Leaf's direct food relief project was designed

to support the logistics and cost of delivering tetra

packs of soymilk to aid in the relief efforts, made

possible through our Maple Leaf Foods International
operation and our longstanding customer

relationships in Southeast Asia. Ted  Bilyea,  Executive

Vice President,  Maple Leaf Foods, spearheaded this

project.

TSunami -con£;.nued on page 5

Packages of Maple Leaf soy milk are being distributed in several areas throughout Indonesia
as part of a widespread tsunami relief effort. The milk is an integral part of a feeding program
for displaced people staying in camps or coping with food shortages in Banda Aceh. Muelaboh
and the island of Nias.



Consumer

Foods  brings

home  the  big

Mcwin!
BY      MIKE      SANI)ERSON,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER

FOODS

Maple
Leaf Consumer Foods

(MLCF) has worked

closely with  MCDonald's Restaurants of

Canada on a number of promotional

products and concept developments
over the last few years.  By establishing

a strong  relationship with this

customer,  Maple Leaf has earned the

opportunity to support MCDonald's new

business developments.

ln  May 2004,  MCDonald's approached

MLCF regarding an exciting  new

product line they would be testing.
Maple Leaf was given an opportunity to

custom develop several sliced meats

products to support this exciting new

program.  MCDonald's main expectations
of Maple Leaf were: to develop a

customized product which matched the
exacting  MCDonald's specifications,

keep the initiative confidential, achieve

speed to test market through the
development phase, and flawlessly

execute a direct-to-store supply plan

during the test market.

A cross-functional core team was

immediately established. The team

jumped  in and within six weeks

products were developed,  refined and
approved. Two weeks later,  MCDonald's

launched a new concept -Toasted Deli

Sandwiches -into a test market in

Windsor,  Ontario. Toasted  Deli

Sandwiches were introduced with six

options: Turkey BLT,  Beef 'N' Provolone,

New York Reuben,  Leaning Tower

Italian,  Crispy Buffalo Chicken  and

Grilled Veggie  Melt.

The expansions continued into other

southern Ontario markets in July and

August.  In September,  MCDonald's

began rolling out the concept

nationally following the successful test

market phase.  In  mid-December 2004,

following a successful test market,

MCDonald's launched Toasted  Deli

Sandwiches nationally.

MLCF has been awarded the national

supply of sliced turkey,  sliced  ltalian-

style roast beef and sliced mortadella

for MCDonald's Toasted  Deli

Sandwiches.

It was through the flawless execution of

the core team during the test market
and then a full cross-functional team

that Maple Leaf was able to meet the
customer's expectations and bring this

significant win  home!

MODonald's  `rolls'  with

ML  Frozen  Bakery
BY      JASON      LONGDEN,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

McDonald's is offering new sandwiches in Canada, all
of which are made with caraway rye,  French or whole

wheat rolls from  Maple Leaf Frozen  Bakery's facility

in Calgary, Alberta. These include the New York Reuben,

Leaning Tower Italian,  Grilled Veggie  Melt, Turkey BLT,  Crispy

Buffalo Chicken and Beef 'N' Provolone. The product was

launched  nationally in  mid-December.

This business represents a significant achievement for our

Calgary bakery and a huge success story for the Research &

Development and Sales teams. Along with the management

and staff of the Calgary facility, Oivind  Naess,  Director
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The first MCDonald's truck is shown being loaded at the Calgary plant.

National Accounts; Simon de Groot,  National Account

Manager; John Cooper, Director Product Development;  Ed

Nashawaty, Technical  Resource Manager; and Sergio

Albuquerque, Technical  Manager are to be congratulated on

their accomplishment.



Courtland  Avenue  continues  to

manu[ac[ure  [latlshiD   Products
\1,                          I               I

BY      MICHELLE      LEHMANN,      SCHNEIDER      Fool)S

Above: Continuous wiener operations are located inside the Courtland plant. Inset: Schneider Foods head
office on Courtland Avenue.

Schneider Foods' head office is
located at 321  Courtland Ave.  in

Kitchener, Ontario.  In  1924, the

factory was relocated from the original
''residence-style"  structure into a much

larger plant on Courtland Avenue. This

location has remained the head office

for the company for over 80 years.

In  1951, J.M.  employed 765  people.

With a growing number of employees

and a growing demand for products,
expansions were inevitable including

the construction of a new building

which began in  1953. The expansion

added 48,000 square feet for poultry,

produce, sausage,  manufacturing and
stuffing, smokehouse,  bacon slicing,

smoked meats prep and ham, boiling,

lard, shortening and dry sausage. At

that time, the on-site retail store

became strictly an employees' market

and the space for dressing rooms,
washrooms and cafeteria doubled.

Today, there are 1,692 employees

working at the head office. The total is

a combination of 1,148 plant employees

and 544 office staff. Over the years, the
facility's appearance has changed,

equipment has been added and

production volume has increased but
the one constant is the quality of

products that the Courtland location
continues to manufacture.

Steve Parkhill, Operations Manager,

Courtland, reports there are currently
480 products made within the
Courtland facility. The products include

wieners,  ham, sausage, sliced  luncheon

meat, specialty sausage and, most

recently, the Hot N' Hearty line. One

hundred and fifteen million pounds of

processed finished meat is produced
annually at Courtland.

''The plant is operating almost at

capacity. Any production  issues within

the plant involve capacity constraints.

The solution is not about adding more

equipment or more people and that is
why we are working on initiatives that

will expand effective capacity," Steve

said.

Capacity constraints are a result of the
volume produced to satisfy customer

demands for our products. A success

story that reinforces this is evident in the

market share numbers.  ''Our wieners

and sliced luncheon meats hold the #1

market share in Canada and we believe

part of that success is because of our
processes," Steve said.   `'Our processes
are efficient. In terms of volume, we

produce more sliced meat in both retail
and foodservice than ever before."

After examining the long life of the

Courtland plant, the sentiment that the
more things change, the more they stay
the same, has never been more accurate.
Innovation in technology and equipment

has improved the processes but the

products have stood the test of time.
''The products manufactured at

Courtland are fairly traditional, core

category products," said Steve.  ''We

continue to make the flagship products
such as Olde Fashion Ham, Oktoberfest

Sausage and Dry Sausage, that J.M.

himself made."

Mapwlea"oods|ls"e28%



Maple  Leaf's

Green  Belt

success
stories
BY      MARIE      GADULA,      MAPLE

LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

In the Winter 2004/2005 issue of The
Link, we featured a few of Maple
Leaf's certified Green  Belts who have
contributed significantly to the
deployment of Six Sigma throughout
the Company. The article continues in
this issue with a profile of additional
enterprising individuals who have
applied the basic Six Sjgma tools and
methodologies they've learned in a

project setting.

Maple  Leaf  Foods  International

Green Belt: Mona Salamat
ln 2004,  MLFl experienced a dramatic

increase  in Six Sigma  Green  Belt activity.

However, the contribution of Mona
Salamat is particularly noteworthy.

Mona has demonstrated an openness

and commitment to the application of

Six Sigma within  her areas of

responsibility, serving the dual function

of Financial Analyst and Six Sigma

MoneyBelt. As a  Financial Analyst,

Mona has been a catalyst for the

application of Six Sigma within  MLFI

Finance.  From  her active participation  in

BIack Belt projects, such as Project

Budget, to her leadership in Green  Belt

projects on foreign exchange pool
reconciliation and on foreign exchange

risk mitigation,  Mona has demonstrated

to her colleagues the effectiveness of

the Six Sigma approach.

Moreover,  Mona's initiative and drive

has transformed the role of MoneyBelt
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within  MLFl. She has elevated the value

of this role and has become a

significant enabler of the  MLFI  Six

Sigma effort.

Rothsay

Green Belt: Ron Wardrop
Ron Wardrop is Rothsay's Director of

Product Development and one of the
Company's earliest adopters of Six

Sigma.  Ron  is a true Champion and  has

been a driving force in promoting the

philosophy and methodology of Six
Sigma throughout Rothsay.  Early in the

deployment of Six Sigma at Rothsay,

Ron sought out ways to bring the rigor

and methodology of Six Sigma into the

product development department.
Today, tools such as Stage Gate Analysis

and  Monte Carlo Simulation, to name a

few, are used by Ron and the members
of his team to improve the overall

effectiveness of the department.

In addition to completing a Green  Belt

project,  Ron has been an active
Champion/team member on several

other Black  Belt projects.  Ron  and  Bill

Holland of Rothsay Moorefield became

the first two certified Green Belts at
Rothsay.

Landmark Feeds

Green Belt: Andy Humphreys
Andy Humphreys has become a familiar

face on Six Sigma teams at Landmark

Feeds,  participating  in  his fourth Six

Sigma project in two years. As the

Director of Nutrition and Research at

Landmark Feeds, Andy's efforts to

change the way that we approach
animal  nutrition  research  have been

outstanding.

His first two projects focused on

additives in  Landmark's two piglet

starter product lines -Nutri-medallion

and  Easy Wean. These projects, which

used 9-factor, 2-level  DOEs,  represented

Landmark's first attempt at multi-factor

research. Andy's leadership in

combination with the Six Sigma

methodology drove the changes that
are now generating savings of $600,000

Per year.

Andy has also championed projects on

improving broiler formulations and

managing protein variation in raw feed

ingredients. When  it comes to Andy,

you don't ask "when are you going to
champion a Six Sigma  project?" -the

correct question  is ''which Six Sigma

project are you going to champion
next?,,

Shur-Gain

Green Belt: I(evin Edwards
ln early 2004,  Kevin  Edwards led a

project called  ''Extruder Sample Cart
Rework Reduction''.  His team  identified

an opportunity to eliminate 215 tonnes

of rework by re-designing a pneumatic

hood to prevent product from spilling

into the rework bin,  resulting  in annual

savings of $24,453. Co-workers were

thrilled with the results which impacted

them directly,  making their job less

physically demanding.

Kevin's successful completion of this

proj.ect,  his ongoing  use of Six Sigma
tools and methodology and his

involvement in  Black Belt projects led to

his Green  Belt certification.  Last

summer,  Kevin spotted an activity that

was time-consuming, difficult for

operators and costly: product density

sampling. The manufacturing team

used  process mapping,  FMEA and  MSA

tools to improve the density sampling

procedure in two weeks. Project results
included the elimination of safety risks

and $13,000 in savings through  reduced

waste.

Kevin has a terrific attitude and a sense

of urgency in seeking solutions to any

problems.  He continues to use Six Sigma
methodologies in  his daily work and

encourages others to use Six Sigma to

help solve recurring  problems.



TSunami -conft.nued from page I

Soymilk was sourced  in  Malaysia to be

shipped to some of the hardest hit
regions of Indonesia.  Upon arrival, the

product would be picked up and
distributed by Food for the Hungry, an

organization that the Red Cross

identified as the one we should work

with to distribute the soymilk in the

remote regions.

Glen  Lindsay,  Six Sigma  Black  Belt,  MLF

International (MLFl), took on the

tremendous task of working on the
logistics of getting the cargo to its

destination. This was no small feat.

Glen issued an appeal to each of MLFl's

shipping  partners to solicit their

assistance. This was logistically

challenging  beyond just the issues

associated with the natural disaster.

Even though the physical distance to

move the cargo from Kuala Lumpur to

the port of Medan -approximately 340
kilometres -is very short,  it is not a

significant trade lane. Only smaller

feeder vessels operate in this lane and

this is not the type of business in which

we or our partners typically transact.

Moreover, this region of the world is

fraught with embargoes and trade
restrictions (particularly security

related), which impede the movement

of goods under ideal circumstances.

Therefore the steamship lines needed

to work very closely with their offices in

the affected areas, as well as with the
feeder operators with whom they dealt,
to devise a solution.

Only one of our partners was able to
develop a viable solution,  Mitsui  O.S.K.

Lines (MOL).  MOL worked very closely

with the soymilk manufacturer, our

Singapore office and the consignee

(Food for the Hungry International) to
transport the product as quickly as

possible at the lowest cost. At this

point, it appears that MOL has been
successful  in getting their partners to

absorb all the costs associated with this

movement.

As of Feb.17, two loads of soymilk

(approximately 130,000 tetra pack
drinking boxes) had been shipped to

Aceh Province and Northern Sumatra,

Indonesia. Work is in  progress to find a

suitable local aid agency in Sri  Lanka to

whom we could ship the soymilk for

distribution  in affected areas of Sri

Lanka. Additionally,  $50,000 US from

the ML direct relief fund has been

donated to the World Food Program of
the UN, specifically to purchase food for

tsunami victims. You will  be hearing

more about this new effort in the
future.

We would like to thank the many

people who worked on this project and
would  like to acknowledge Brian

MCDonald,  President,  MOL and his staff

for their hard work in getting the
soymilk to its destination; Glen  Lindsay,

MLFl, who worked tirelessly

communicating with aid agencies and

logistics people; and  Ed Lim,  Managing

Director, Canadec (MLFl's Singapore

representative), who brought it
together from the Singapore end.

Passionate people make things happen.

This was evident throughout the entire
fundraising process and beyond. The

sincerity and willingness exhibited by

everyone in this organization  is truly

outstanding!  None of the above would
have been possible without your

support.

Taking  kids  to  work  in  the  GTA
BY      DENYSE      CHOWAN,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Since 1994, the Learning
Partnership's ''Take Our Kids to

Work" program has been a part
of career development for Grade 9
students across Canada. This program

allows education and the community to

come together in an effort to expose
our kids to the changing ways in which

work is done.

On  Nov. 3, 2004,12 Grade 9 students

from the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) -

children of employees from  MLF

Corporate, Canada Bread and Consumer

Foods -came together in the first cross-

loc  ''Take Our Kids 1:o Work" day.

The students ''arrived at work" at the

Canada  Bread Group office in

Etobicoke, Ontario for an orientation

that included a history of Maple Leaf

Foods and Canada Bread, workplace

health and safety, community volunteer

work, resume development, and career

goals and planning. Then they toured
the Canada Bread Group office where

they interacted with employees at their
workstations.

After a quick  ''debriefing  lunch'' with

their parents at the local Pizza  Hut,  it

was off to the Consumer Foods Bartor
Road plant for a factory tour. The kids

received firsthand experience in health

and safety and good manufacturing

practices by being  ''suited up" for a
tour of the production area.

At the end of the day, the students
weren.t shy about providing feedback

intended to make future sessions more

enjoyable. They left for home with a
cooler bag full of `'goodies'' and a

better appreciation for their parents'
work.
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Canada  Bread
BY      DENYSE      CHOWHAN,

CANAI)A      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Canada  Bread's  response,  to our  second

year  in  Lhis  pr08ITam  was  a  strong one
with  52  nominaLions  and  11  award

recipie,nts.  It  is  my pleasure  Lo  share  our

list of employees who  clistinguished

themselves  dui'ing 2004.

Mark Weymann,  Fresh  West:
Golden  Rule  Award  (Do  What's  Right)

Mark is a Six Sigma Black Belt who, in early
2004, accepted the interim challenge as
Operations Manager for our two plants in
Edmonton. A few of Mark's accomplishments
included: identifying incorrect plant metrics
that were being reported and coming up with

a detailed fix-it plan; reducing a high maintenance
department turnover rate; and rallying his team by
encouraging them to take control and step forward while
keeping a positive attitude. Mark is a leader by example.
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Bert  Moulton,  Fresh  Atlantic:
Everest Award  (Be  Performance  Driven)

L_-

Bert was promoted to the role of Director,
Regional Sales in late 2003. Bert needed to

quickly develop a plan to deal with customer
relationship and service related issues, while
rebuilding a field sales team that had lost

quite a bit of confidence in our practices and
Values. One year later, customer relationships and service
levels are outstanding, and morale has done a complete
turnaround with employees completely engaged and
energized. Great job Bert!

Rob  Scott,  Fresh  Atlantic:
Ev©If@§t Award  (Be  Performance  Driven)

Rob is our Director of Planning & Analysis for
Fresh Atlantic. His assignment to the Atlantic
in 2003 was a critical catalyst for the change
necessary to get the region back on track.
Accomplishments included a YTD Atlantic
forecast accuracy rate of 78 percent, and he

successfully led the reorganization of the Finance and
Administration group. He has provided exceptional coaching,
support and feedback to his employees. Rob truly epitomizes
all of the elements of Being Performance Driven.

Tim  Cowling,  Fresh  Group  Office:
Just  Do  lt Award  (Have a  Bias for Action)

Tim joined the Canada Bread Finance team in
April 2003 to lead the turnaround in our MCR
reporting. He relentlessly pursued an
aggressive objective and in the process
improved the Fresh Bakeries MCR score to a
very respectable 83 percent. He standardized

the schedule for consistent account usage in Hyperion
nationally, and he introduced a monthly review of the MCR
scorecard. Tim is passionate about his work and it shows in
his "Just Do It" attitude.



Shannon  Deline-Mellen,  Fresh  West:
Just  Do  lt Award  (Have  a  Bias for Action)

Shannon took on the role of west Cost
Accounting Manager in early 2004. There
were two major issues in the west -roll out
the Cost Master to all five plants in the west
and accept the challenge of fully
understanding the cost structure at Olafson's

to develop the right standards.  Shannon proposed and then
led the project that initiated putting the Cost Master in a
shared drive on myMLF, and worked with the operations

group to better understand their processes, terminologies and
day-to-day issues. Shannon challenges every day with passion
and a positive attitude.

Blair  MCReynolds,  Fresh  Ontario:
Just  Do  lt Award  (Have a  Bias for Action)

Blair's role is to lead the Sales Operations
team in Ontario. He built a comprehensive

plan for the Ontario Depots to maintain,
improve or build new facilities. He took it
upon himself to foster alignment around
Sales and Manufacturing communications

challenges, and he believes strongly in the mandate that a safe
work environment is essential for our people. Blair is a leader
who inspires and motivates a team to action and does so while
maintaining a positive outlook on any situation.

Stan  Piercey,  Fresh  Atlantic:
New  Leaf Award  (Continuously  Improve)

Stan moved to the position of Director of
Technical Services in late 2003. He has
demonstrated a propensity to learn and has
taken this to the next level -now he's
teaching his direct reports and others within
the Company about the role of QA and the

impact it has on our business. His expertise is known from
coast to coast. Phrases such as "we can't, "oh -we tried that
before" and "that way won't work here because. . . " are not

part of Stan's vocabulary. A true team player and mentor, Stan
has turned over a new leaf in his career with fantastic results.

Dean  Bradshaw,  Fresh  West:
Outward  Bound  Award  (Be  Externally  Focused)

Dean joined CBCL with the acquisition of
Olafson in 2002. In his role as Category
Manager, Dean took on the task to completely
overhaul Safeway's go-to market strategy. The
rapport and relationship he has since built
with Safeway is, without a doubt, exceptional.

Dean's external focus in 2004 included a Costco Space to Sales
Analysis, and he was also an integral player in the West SKU
Optimization project by providing the sales group with new

planograms or shelf sets for all of the major customers in
Western Canada.

Michael  Marconato,  Fresh  West:
Outward  Bound  Award  (Be  Externally  Focused)

Mike was promoted to Field Account
'`#`.    Manager in 2004. Safewaywas very unhappy

with our service levels and Mike developed

planning and auditing processes to assist
Canada Bread in exceeding Safeway's service
expectations. Mike also implemented in 2004

a new Franchisee training program in B.C. He took his newly-
learned skills and completed a Black Belt coaching project. He
has built excellent internal and external business relationships
- and the results are awesome.

Sanja  Babic,  Frozen  Canada:
New  Leaf Award  (Continuously  Improve)

Sanja has been with us for almost six years
with her most recent role being that of Quality
Assurance Manager.  She led the Waste Buster

project, which realized over $300,000 in
annual savings. In addition, she constantly
challenges the team for improvements in

quality initiatives such as the Quality Systems Audit that
realized a remarkable 34-percent improvement. Sanja is
known throughout the Maple Leaf Bakery organization and
often teaches others to better understand what food safety
means to quality in other MLB locations.

Shaun  Higgins,  Shared  Services/Olivieri:
New  Leaf Award  (Continuously  Improve)

Shaun joined CBCL just over a year ago and,
in a short period of time, has had a
tremendous impact on our business. He was

promoted to Procurement Analyst for Olivieri
in September 2004. Shaun's achievements
include a P.O. consolidation report, initiating

a move to automate freight consolidation, implementing a
new way of recording flour contracts and forming a plant
share group that has proved to be the single biggest enabler in
improving communications between purchasing and the
various business units. While Shaun can be described as
"young talent", he is most certainly an active learner and well

deserving of the New Leaf Award.
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ML  Consumer  Foods
BY      RENEE      DUREPOS,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

The  Maple  Leaf Consumer  Foods Annual Awards  even[,

I,ook  place,  on  Feb.  2  at  I,he  Oakville  Gonvenlion  Cent,er  in

Oakville.  On[,ario  l-,o  recognize  those  employee,s  who  live,

I.ho  Le,a(lership  E(lee, Values.  The,  Consume,r  Floods

Pre,sidenL's Award  is  awar(-lecl  in  re,cognil,ion  of our  peers

who  have  de,monst[Tated  ou[s[,anding  pe,ITl`ormance,  and

who  alie  clea[Tly  living  I,he  Leade[Tship  \Ja]ues  in  achieving

overall  e,xcelle,nc`,e  in  I,he,ir work.  This year's  winne,rs

iTeprescn[  a  [Tea[  diversil,y  Of e_\perience  and  stre,ngths

ancl  al`e,  all  out-,standilig  leadeiTs  in  I,heir  own  iTight,.

The  awards  celebl.alion  for  MLCF  also  included

pre,sent,aLions  in  a  number  of o[her  c`a[,ego[.ies.
Addil-jional  iTecogni[,ion  \\`7as  gi\-en  lo  mo['e  than  200

peo|)le who were  awardecl  for  Lheir efforts on  an
individual  basis  or  as  part, of a  [,earn.

President's  Award  (for Overall  Leadership  Excellence)

Rick Piccini, I{ey
Account Manager
Rick is recognized as
consistently delivering
excellence in sales

performance year
after year.

Shawn Gregoire,
Plant Manager
Shaun is responsible
for the strong
leadership and
improvement of every

single metric within his Winnipeg plant.
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Curtis Frank, Key
Account Manager
Curtis is recognized for
his work in re-
establishing the
relationship with

Canada Safeway. Over the last four

years, gross profits increased by 38
percent and they rated ML as the #1
supplier out of 14 vendors.

Adam Grogan,
Director Marketing
Adam is recognized for
his team and Values
leadership, creating a
close-knit, cohesive

team that is extremely responsive and
buttoned-down in dealing with both
internal and external customers.

Mike Sanderson,
Director Marketing
Mike is recognized for
his quality work and
involvement in building
a trusting relationship

with MCDonald's that led to securing
their sandwich business.

Denis Magnan, Sales
Representative
Denis is honoured for
his relentless passion
and skill at maintaining
sales growth of more

than 41 percent for his stores in a
banner that performed at only +6

Percent.

Regan Sorensen,
Director Merger
Regan is recognized for
her direct leadership as
a Project Manager in
the merger work, acting

as a subject matter contributor, a coach
and a key decision maker, all the while
empowering others to perform.

D.J. (Darryl)
Havrelock, BIack Belt
Known for his
boundless energy, D.J. 's
Six Sigma efforts were
instrumental in helping

to transform the culture at the Moncton

plant.

Craig Cassar,
Customer Service
Manager
Craig is recognized for
the lead role he took in
centralizing the

Moncton Customer Service department
in Burlington. In addition, he acted as a
key member on the Food Service merger
team.



MLF  Coroora[e
I

`:  -. :1100  Corporate  staff gathered  on  Jan.19  at, The  Old  Mill  in  Et,obicoke,

__-i-,iii=\  [`or  the  presentation  of our  prestigious  Annual  Awards.  Join  us  in
-_   triizing the  e,xemplary Values  performance of the  2004  MLF  Corporate
•y:`.-_T`=i|  +ward  winners.

`,'a','  Takacs  -

. Lst  Do  lt  Award

Have  a  Bias for Action)

May's history
with MLF spans
over 13 years
and in 2002 she

joined GIS as a
Business
Systems Analyst
in the Finance
Team. Working

'.\ith tight timelines and juggling

numerous projects simultaneously,
\[a}-is the `go to' person for everyday
support issues. She is the first to
'`-olunteer to help and her day ends

on]\' \\'hen all her tasks are complete.
Her \\'ork is thorough and fact-based,
is completed with an impeccable
degree of quality, and is always
consistent with corporate direction
and goals.

\IaT faced an enormous amount of
challenging, critical projects in 2004
including Shur-Gain's OMPBA project,
Upstream, Gelco, Standard Chart of
.\ccounts and ML International BPCS
Financial diagnostics. By focusing on
I:ompan}' priorities, making sound
•]usiness judgments and striving for

i-Ligh standards and decisive
leadership, May was able to exceed all
:hLer goals in 2oo4.

Jason  Bi[Iingham  -
New  Leaf Award
(Continuously  Improve)

Starting at GIS in
1999, Jason

assumed the
role of AS/400
Technical
Analyst in
February 2003.
Exemplifying
the Leadership

Values in everything he does, he is
relentless in his commitment to
improve himself and his team
members. He will always make himself
available to teach and mentor others.

Taking the initiative in 2004 of
assuming leadership of our 24x7
Support and Operations team, Jason
created a variety of team and process
improvements. He also worked
extensively on the Logistics Team's
ITH purge project, assumed the lead
in his first disaster recovery test, and
took on the role of work Package
Leader on the Shur-Gain OMPBA

project, taking ownership of
developing innovative ways to
improve the backup/restore libraries.

Jason is highly respected and trusted
by his peers, the department and GIS
as a whole, as summarized by a peer's
comment that ``1 could not ask for a
better member of our Team. "

Janet  Fleming -
Everest Award
(Be  Performance  Driven)

Appointed
Director,
Human
Resources at
MLF Corporate
in 1999, Janet's
career with MLF
spans 23 years.
She always

exemplifies the Leadership Values and
delivers excellent services to her client

groups, including new Human
Resources systems and leading edge
services.

Janet is known for her outstanding
ability to execute work assignments
and complex projects. She managed
the project to create the system that
we call Managing My Performance,
which saw its initial deliverables
succeed in late 2003 and early 2004. In
2004, Janet took on the role of Project
Champion for this multi-year project,
for the consolidation of our HRIS
applications into a single,
standardized database, and also led a
team in the mapping of IT Manager
competencies and development tools.
Through effective self-management
and by bringing her enthusiasm and
energy to work with others, either as a
team member or leader, Janet
challenges herself and her teams to
reach stretch targets and celebrates
success with everyone.
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BY      CRAIG      MACVICHIE,      MAPLE      LEAF      POULTRY

Golden  Rule  Award  (Do  What's  Right)
Andy Gerow, Production  Supervisor,  Toronto,  Ontario

Andy Gerow exemplifies the Value of Do
What's Right. Andy has been with Maple
Leaf Poultry for many years and is admired
for his knowledge and expertise as a
Production Supervisor, his respectful
approach to others and his focus on the

integrity of the business. He has actively coached others on
building and managing trust-based relationships regardless
of whether the relationship is internal or external. Andy is
described as a person who treats his employees with
respect -a person who is "fair . . . involved . . . really going
that extra step. "

Everest Award  (Be  Performance  Driven)
Melanie Walsh,  Quality Assurance  Manager,
Canard,  Nova  Scotia

The Canard facility was scheduled to be
the first to be audited under the Master
Brand program.  Melanie Walsh led the

Quality Assurance (QA) and Plant teams
with exceptional Drive for Performance.
Working long, hard hours, Melanie focused

on creating understanding, preparedness and
improvement throughout the entire team with respect to
quality assurance and food safety. In addition to the
Canard plant, Melanie also traveled across the country
sharing her knowledge and assisting others with their
audits. Melanie's strong commitment, energy, enthusiasm
and positive outlook make her a role model for the Quality
Assurance department and the broader Canard team.
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Just  Do  lt Award  (Have a  Bias for Action)
Vanessa  Cruz,  Production  planning  Manager,
Toronto,  Ontario

In 2004, Vanessa Cmz clearly
demonstrated a strong Bias for Action. Her
actions consistently reflected energy and
urgency, strong initiative, calculated risks
without fear of failure, enhancement of
mutually supportive teams, as well as

establishing a quick, flexible and agile production team at a
national level -a true "Just Do It" attitude. Vanessa
assumed the initiative of organizing inter-plant discussions
to review production targets, possible constraints and

plans to achieve strategies to ensure quick and seamless
customer responses. These discussions have aided the

plants in planning one to two weeks in advance and
adapting to changes in supply and demand factors.

Vanessa was also a key player during the Avian Influenza
situation in 2004. She maintained solid energy and urgency
in her collaborations with the Edmonton plant and the
Optimization team to cover shortfalls in the West.

New  Leaf Award  (Continuously  Improve)
Darlene  MacDonald,  Financial  Manager,
New  Hamburg,  Ontario

The year 2004 was one of both learning and
teaching for Darlene. Darlene assumed the
Senior Costing position at the Canard
facility and this meant doing a deep dive
into not only the costing processes, but
also the management of another

employee. To her credit, Darlene took the time to seek out

guidance on both the technical aspects of her new role and
also the tactical aspects of managing people. Darlene
developed a costing tool for the Canard collective
bargaining process, studying the collective agreement and
the bargaining process itself to ensure that the tool was
both simple and effective. It is likely that this spreadsheet
will be utilized by other facilities during their negotiation

processes.



i:i^e spearheaded the development of a "Costing 101 "
:i=i.jlse for managers to promote better understanding of
::-.a costing system for the plant staff. In addition,
Jarlene accepted the role of Financial Manager for the
\-e\\-Hamburg facility -not only a geographical change,
but also a role change with more learning!

Outward  Bound  Award  (Be  Externally  Focused)
Denise  Desouza,  Key Account  Manager,
Mississauga,  Ontario

Denise's customers understand that she
is committed to improving their
business and providing them with

profitable business solutions. Within
Maple Leaf Poultry, Demise is a role
model for her drive to build category

growth. With keen insight into customer needs, Demise
has opened the door for increased business with A&P
and Food Basics. Demise has actively coached others
\\ithin the Sales team on finding solutions that fit within
Maple Leaf Poultry's internal constraints and the
customers' requirements. She actively seeks out and
shares her knowledge of key issues facing the
organization and industry, and has demonstrated a
commitment to keeping abreast of the latest consumer
trends. Demise is a customer champion and constantly
challenges the organization for better performance in
meeting the needs of the customer.

Open  Kimono Award  (Dare to  be Transparent)
Mike  Keeping,  Black  Belt,  Mississauga,  Ontario

Mike Keeping is a role model for the
Value of Daring to Be Transparent. This
is evident in Mike's practice of speaking

plainly, objectively and candidly
without losing sight of respect for
others. He consistently coaches others

in this Value and acknowledges when they have acted in
either a consistent or inconsistent fashion.

Mike operates without boundaries and communicates
with all levels of employees in the same open and
constructive manner. This was evident in Mike's
communication style during the auto-deboner project
and his interactions with plant employees, supervisors,
managers, executives and external contractors. Where
Mike disagrees, he remains respectful but does not

waiver in challenging others to support their positions
on the issue at hand. By remaining respectfully
transparent, Mike has built and maintained positive
work relationships based on trust and openness.

President's Award:
For Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Jeff  MCDowell,  Director,  Turkey  Sales,
Mississauga,  Ontario

During the Avian Influenza (AI)
outbreak, Jeff stepped up in his role as a
leader, working closely with internal
business units, industry groups and our
competitors to ensure the business
executed smoothly. He took extensive

steps to build a national communication network to
meet the challenges that AI presented. Jeff s
commitment to understanding customers and
competitors and his influence within the industry has
made a step change difference to the performance of
turkey at Maple Leaf Poultry.

President's Award:
For Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Leslie  Thun,  BIack  Belt,  Mississauga,  Ontario

In early 2004, the Black Belt for the
Canard plant took another position
within Maple Leaf Poultry.  Without
hesitation, Leslie volunteered to
temporarily relocate to Nova Scotia to
support Canard's Six Sigma initiatives.

Once in place, Leslie designed and conducted lunch-
and-learn sessions for the team on Six Sigma
methodologies and philosophy. Additionally, she helped
to launch over 10 Green Belt projects during this period.
Leslie has shown that she is committed to the success of
the business and is unselfish in giving of her own time.
This was evident in the key role she played in the bear
stuffing event, organizing the set-up of the location and
ensuring a smooth flow of activity.
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ML   Pork
BY      MELANIE      BELLETRUTTl,      MAPLE      LEAF      PORK

Golden  Rule  Award  (Do  What's  Right)
Roy  Pedersen  -Production  Supervisor,
Burlington

If there is one thing that Roy's
colleagues would agree on, it would be
his commitment to focusing on the
right business solution while always
treating others with absolute respect.
With over 25 years of experience in the

pork industry, Roy has earned the reputation of "father
figure" to his employees due to his eloquent way of
communicating, as well as his ability to coach other
supervisors in developing great ideas by constructively
challenging and debating the facts.  Whether he is
dealing with a difficult issue with the CFIA, encouraging
one of his workers or assisting another supervisor, you
can always be assured that Roy is giving it his all.

Just  Do  lt Award  (Have  a  Bias  for Action)
John  Jurcic -Production  Supervisor,  Burlington

I   Since moving into the Kill department
at the beginning of 2004, John has had
an outstanding year and his ``Bias for
Action" has certainly played a role.
John never hesitates to take action and
jump in with both feet when an

opportunity to help out arises. He was instrumental in
containing a potentially disastrous hydraulic leak in the
Cut department, assessing the situation and
coordinating a team to contain the issue in only 45
minutes. John also made health and safety a key priority
for his department in 2004. Through his own initiative,
he worked on four significant health & safety projects.
John's "Just Do It" attitude is definitely inspiring!
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Everest Award  (Be  Performance  Driven)
Luc  Fortier -Production  Supervisor,  Winnipeg

a
In 2004, Luc demonstrated his ability to
challenge for better performance by
always leading the charge. He was the
team leader on a major capital project
in Winnipeg and also led two Green
Belt projects and two entire steps in the

Master Brand program.  Through all of these projects,
Luc displayed his accountability to stretch targets and
do what it takes to meet project deadlines. Although
Luc only recently stepped into the role of Production
Supervisor, he is already able to understand and
measure the factors that influence his line's

performance and makes weekly improvements to his
area. In addition to himself, Luc is continually pushing
others hard for performance as well.

New  Leaf Award  (Continuously  Improve)
Thong  Phansavath -Production  Supervisor,
Burlin8ton

In 2004, Thong proved to be a great role
model for Continuously Improving.
Through his own initiative, Thong
learned how to build a website and
subsequently created a web-based
application for the ham-boning

supervisory group which is now used by other
supervisors as a training guide when learning new
responsibilities in the ham-boning department.
Although he is one of the newest supervisors in
Burlington, Thong has taken it upon himself to learn all
about the ham boning and conversion rooms so that he
can take over for supervisors on vacation.  Thong is also
committed to Six Sigma and provided a significant
contribution to several projects in 2004.



Outward  Bound  Award  (Be  Externally  Focused)
Ginny Clark  Hicks -Customer  Development
Manager,  Oakville

In early 2004, Ginny faced the uphill
battle of rebuilding a relationship with a
customer that had previously
weakened. Ginny demonstrated her
"external focus" by putting herself in

her customer's shoes, taking the time to
understand their needs, strategies and the barriers that
existed between them to build a healthier business
relationship. By embracing an objective and unbiased
approach aimed at optimizing sales and profits with a
defined category, Ginny was able to demonstrate to
Sobeys that she cared not only about Maple Leaf Pork,
but also about the betterment of Sobeys' business.

Open  Kimono Award  (Dare to  be Transparent)
Jason  Manness -Director of  Procurement,
Winnipeg

When looking for a role model for
``transparency", one need not look any

further than Jason Manness. In 2004,
Jason took on the weighty responsibility
of representing Maple Leaf Pork in
delivering the "New Normal" message

to hog suppliers. Throughout this difficult time, Jason
was extremely transparent with the suppliers and his
candor and genuine interest in their business was both
valued and respected. Jason has also worked hard to
improve the Maple Leaf reputation in Western Canada.
Despite all of the tough communications Jason was
involved in last year, he always looked for win-win
decisions and was able to maintain strong relationships
with Maple Leaf Pork's suppliers.

President's Award:
For Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Serge  Lemire -General  Supervisor,  Burlington

T]
Serge Lemire is being recognized for his
overall leadership excellence in 2004.

_I    He was responsible for implementing
the Digital Production Reporting (DPR)
system that allowed the plant to track

yields in all ham-boning and conversion
rooms. He was also the first supervisor in Burlington to
launch the balanced score card communication to share
information with the plant workforce.  Serge actively

encourages his employees to put their ideas for
improvements into action and, as a result, helped pave
the way for one of his supervisors to create a web page
which is used as a training tool not only for supervisors
but also for the Pork 101 class.

Presjdent's Award:
For Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Susan  Boeve - Health  & Safety  Manager,
Brandon

Susan Boeve has definitely been a
leader in the true sense of the word.
Starting with a vision and
determination to do what is possible,
Susan has worked tirelessly with all

plant personnel to continue instilling
health and safety as a way of life for Brandon. She is
consistent in her message, belief and commitment to
achieving what is possible. Through her efforts and
direction, and by continuously working with those
around her, Susan has helped Brandon dramatically
improve its health and safety performance. Susan has
also demonstrated her willingness to share initiatives
with other operations and IOCs in an effort to see
everyone succeed.

President's Award:
For Overall  Leadership  Excellence
Jason  Hutchinson -Manager,  Risk  Management
and  Procurement,  Oakville

Since moving into the Manager, Risk
Management and Procurement role
early in 2004, Jason Hutchinson has
demonstrated remarkable commitment
and personal drive. Jason provided
leadership to Project Alignment, which

realized savings of $200,000; the Lethbridge hog

payment project, which led to better alignment of hog
payments with our customers' needs in Alberta; and
Project Big-Pig, which provided producers with an Excel
model where they could model changes to their hog
weight and thereby increase their returns while
reducing our hog costs. Jason commits himself to
continuously teaching and learning, is a team player and
regularly puts the needs of others above his own
convenience.
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Shur-Gain  launches  annual  awards

Drotlramlu
BY      CAROL      ALEXANDER,      SHUR-GAIN

This  is  Shul.-Gain's  first ye,ar  I)articipa[,ing  in  the  Maple  Leaf  Foods Annual

Awards  Program,  honoiiring  in(lividuals who  have,  gone  above  ancl  beyond  in

demonslrating  I,he Values  in  2004.  Our Award  iTecipien[s  represent, a  diverse

c,I.oss-sect,ion  of professionals who  e,xemplify our Values  and  make  Maple  Leaf

a  gre,at place  to work!

The Golden  Rule Award  -  Rob  Lister
(Do  What's  Right)

Rob is our Atlantic Dairy Supervisor and,
additionally, for the last two years Rob
has been charged with the responsibility
of overseeing our Sussex operation. Rob
always does what's right for our
customers and his co-workers. Because

of Rob's "Do What's Right" attitude we have earned the
dairy market leadership position we have today. Rob has
also taken the time to counsel his colleagues and
improved the Sussex reputation as they transition
towards our new production facility in Moncton.

The  Everest Award - Fred  Ryckman
(Be  Performance  Driven)

Fred is St. Marys Production Manager,
coupled with other significant Regional
manufacturing responsibilities. His
career path is a testament to his
"Performance Driven" character and is

exemplified by his enthusiasm for taking
on new challenges and his encouragement for colleagues
to do the same. Fred leads by example when it comes to
living the MLF Values. Fred has played a significant role
in many initiatives, including reducing our MRO
spending, supporting the development of new dairy

pellet sizes, investigating large scale ingredient storage
options, maintaining our HACCP certification and
driving the Region's Safety Program which resulted in the
CEO Safety Award.
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The Just  Do  lt Award -Michel  Fontaine
(Have  a  Bias  for Action)

Michel has been the Manager of the
Quebec Poultry businesses for five years.
He and his direct reports are responsible
for all of Quebec Shur-Gain's poultry
feed business, and manage the complex
activities related to our large poultry

operations. Michel excels in this environment and
demonstrates all six Leadership Values. The one he
demonstrates in spades is Have a Bias for Action. Michel
has boundless energy and passion for his job and always
strives to get it right. Bias for Action is hard-wired into
his DNA and impacts all tasks he undertakes.

The  New  Leaf  Award  -Ewen  MCMillan

(Continuously  Improve)

Ewen is recognized as one of Shur-
Gain's top Six Sigma Black Belts, taking
on a dual, interim (six-month) role as
the Maple Leaf Foods Agresearch Facility
Manager in Burford. Ewen took on both
roles and worked tirelessly to deliver on

both the Six Sigma projects that he was working on while
making significant improvements to the operation of the
research facility. Ewen provided clear examples of
accepting risks without fear of failure and truly lives our
Values.



The  Open  Kimono Award -Mike  Liddle
(Dafr@  t©  be Transparent)

-   Mike is shur-Gain usA's credit and
Purchasing Manager and his role
continues to expand with the growth of
our business.  Mike is a highly trusted
individual who is self-confident and,
consequently, comfortable sharing ideas,

admitting mistakes, disagreeing when appropriate -
always in the best interest of the Company. Mike always
communicates facts and figures with customers, seeking
win-win solutions to credit issues. Last summer, Shur-
Gain USA migrated their BPCS system into Shur-Gain's
consolidated BPCS environment. Mike provided a
tremendous amount of assistance to the OMPBA group
by being up front with all the facts and continuously
sharing concerns which resulted in the successful
execution of the project.

The Outward  Bound  Award -  Dean  Schof ield
(Be  Externally  Focused)

Dean is the Branded Pet Food Category
Manager. He has overall responsibility
for sales but also contributes in product
development and distributor
development retail sales relations due to
his knowledge and focus on the Voice of

the Customer. Dean exemplifies "knowing our
competitors as well as ourselves".  He led the Pallet
Reconfiguration project, which generated significant
savings, and he also launched the "Wholesome Blend"
line of puppy/adult pet food. This year, Dean became the
first salesperson to be Green Belt certified!

uK  Bakery

goes  live  with
BPCS
BY      AL      GRIFFITHS,

MAPLE      LEAF      BAKERY      UK

Maple:::fwBj::eBTcUs{nwent
early January.  Under the joint

leadership of myself (lT/Project

Manager in the UK) and  Ellen

Mcwhinnie,  ls Project Manager (CIS),

this project could not have happened

without the great efforts of the CIS
team in Canada and the uK team
members. A big thank you to both

teams who worked closely together
to achieve GO-LIVE.

The UK BPCS team: (L-R) AI Giiffiths, lT/Project Manager; Paul Clarke, VP Finance; Norma Patenaude,
BSA Finance (CIS); Julie Amiakos, Management Accountant; Joanne Nicholson, Cost Accountant;
Gemma Griffiths, AP Administrator; Martin Wing, AFt Administrator; and Debbie Clarkson, Sales
Orders/EDI Administrator.

The project encompassed inventory,

sales order processing,  accounts

receivable and payable, general

ledger and shop floor control. This

example of great trans-Atlantic
teamwork now has all EDl customers

sending their orders via  BPCS.

This was a huge step forward for the
operations in the uK and excitement
is high for the future.   Next on the

horizon is data validation, COGNOS

and the Upstream Project.
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Great taste

you  Can  feel

good  about!
BY      GRAEME      MACDONALD,

MAPLE      LEAF      POULTRY

If
you  like  Maple Leaf PrimeTM
Naturally*  chicken, you will  love

these new marinades!

New and  improved  Maple Leaf PrimeTM

Naturally*  Marinades are now available

with exciting new flavours in eye-

catching fresh seal  packaging. These

products offer the quality, nutrition and
assurance you have come to expect

from  Maple  Leaf PrimeTM Naturally*  -

Canada's leading brand of chicken -

with the convenience of being pre-

marinated.  Made from select cuts of

Maple  Leaf PrimeTM Naturally* chicken,

you can be confident that these
products are made from chickens raised
on vegetable-grain feed with no animal

by-products!

Great year-round, these versatile

products ''jazz"  up any meal -from the
summer barbecue to a  nice fall dinner.

The mouthwatering chicken breasts and

thighs can  be grilled,  pan-fried or oven

roasted. Cooking  instructions, as well as

complete nutrition  information,  are all

located on the back label. The new

lineup offers four boneless skinless

breast flavours and one boneless

skinless thigh flavour:

•     Bonelessskinless Breast Flavours -

Tomato Basil (new),  Dijon  Mustard  &

Herb,  Santa  Fe and Caesar

•     Boneless skinlessThigh  Flavour-

Chili  &  Citrus (new)

The new Maple Leaf PrimeTM Natura||y*

Marinated chicken  line can be

purchased at most major grocery
retailers across Canada starting  in  May

2005, just in time for the barbecue

season !

comfort
across  Canada
BY      CARRIE      BADAME,

CANAl)A      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Keeping Canadians warm and toasty throughout the past
winter was one of the opportunities faced by the Marketing
department at Canada Bread Fresh. What would be better on
a cold February morning than a hot, comforting breakfast?

Well that's what we thought, so stores across Canada
showcased delicious breakfast offerings during the Morning

Comfort Breakfast Promotion, which ran from Jan. 31  until

Feb. 26.  Bakery departments were filled with full colour POS

materials and displays featuring appetizing food shots of

Dempster's bagels,  English  muffins, waffles and Sun-Maid

raisin bread for shopper-topping impact.

But the excitement didn't stop there, thanks to a promotional

partnership with Smucker's. Marketing research showed that
consumers eat bagels at breakfast more than any other time
of the day and 85 percent of those consumers prepare their
bagels with a spread. Knowing this, Canada Bread partnered

with the Smucker's family of brands, the No.1  brand of jam  in
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The Morning Comfort Breakfast Promotion ran in stores across Canada.

Canada.   During the Morning Comfort promotion, there were
over  1.3 million instantly redeemable coupons on  bags of

Dempster's Premium and WholeGrain  Bagels.

Although spring  has arrived, you can still continue to comfort

yourself every day by trying a variety of delicious Dempster's
and Sun-Maid raisin bread breakfast products sold in a store

near you.



Taste  Panels  put
ML  products  on

the  shelf
BY      COLLEEN      HISCOCK,      MAPLE      LEAF

CONSUMER      FOODS      ANI)      ANGELA

BLACKWELL,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH

BAKERY

Have you ever wondered how we decide whether
a new product is ready to be sold to you, the

consumer? ls it the Product Developer who decides, a

Project Team or the Management Committee for the IOC?
Actually,  it is consumers like YOU who decide!  At various

stages throughout the process, consumers are asked to try
the product or evaluate the idea and then tell us whether
or not it's ready!

This is part of market research. Most MLF people would

know it as ''lnternal  Evaluation"  or ''Taste Panels".   And

for Maple Leaf Foods consumer foods groups, this type of

evaluation is a critical  part of the decision-making  process

in determining whether or not a product is ready for
launch into the marketplace.

In 2004, Canada  Bread Fresh,  Maple Leaf Consumer Foods,

Maple Leaf Pork,  Maple Leaf Poultry and Olivieri joined

forces to improve our own internal market research and

evaluation process -taking it to new heights. The project
team, representing both Product Development and
Marketing,  included Julie lstead, Dorothy Thomas,  Mariette

D`Souza,  Lyn Johns and Gillian  Holman from  MLCF,  Angela

BIackwell,  Melissa Jennings and  Kevin  Hashimoto from

Canada Bread Fresh Bakery, Andrea Glenney from ML

Poultry and Maureen  Napier from Olivieri.

By using Six Sigma methodology and tools, the project

team first streamlined and standardized the way in which

we conduct our Product & Idea Evaluations across the five

locs. The team quickly realized that together they could

learn and share best practices and so developed a set of

standard procedures for testing products and ideas. The
team also developed a training program for the Marketing

and Product Development departments, highlighting the

lvlembers of the Project Team: (front row, I-Ft) Gillian Holman, Lyn Johris,
Julie lstead, Dorothy Thomas, Kovln Hashimoto, (back row, I-Ft)  Colleen
Hiscock, Mariette D'Souza, Maureen Napiei, Ai.di®a Glenlley and Angela
Blackwell. Missing from the photo is Melissa Jennings.

`'new way" and the ''sleeker design" for the Internal

Evaluation process.   Sophisticated statistics were also

incorporated to help the Marketing and Product

Development teams accurately interpret the results.

Overall, it was a leap of improvement!

One of the highlights of the project was the development
of an internal employee profile database, which contains

more than 400 demographic profiles of our MLF

consumers.  The employee profiles contain information on

the types of foods that are consumed in the home and how
often those foods are purchased and eaten. The team is
now able to select consumers from the Internal Database

who match specific criteria and then ask for their feedback

on the product or idea being evaluated.

In the past, the MLF consumer foods groups did not have

the ability to access these specifically identified individuals

inside their own IOC,  let alone across the Company. This is

a huge win for the Company. Now we have the ability and

means to talk to our consumers -ML employees -in a

structured and fact-based way, across the Company and
across the country if needed! This new process now allows

us to make better decisions and consequently be more
successful as an organization. So, if you want to have a say,

please complete the Employee Profile Questionnaire on-
line and exercise your ''Power of One''.
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Every  Change

has an  end
and  then  a
beginning .
BY      BOB      HEl)LEY,      MAPLE

LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

On
three separate occasions
recently while working

with senior leaders in our

companies,I was given cause to recall

a quote from David Baum's book,

Lightning  in a  Bottle:  ''The problem

with learning from experience is we

get the test before the lesson."
(p. 208) ln each situation the leader
acknowledged that he/she felt their
emotional and  intellectual  limits were

severely tested by the change that
was happening in their company.

They acknowledged they were feeling

a sense of loss, questioning their

ability to lead the change and

learning more about themselves every

day as this experience unfolded.

During these occasions of change,

leaders at any level  in an organization

will feel the discomfort associated

with uncertainty and the need to
make decisions without the

knowledge that it will work out well

in the end.  It's at times like these that

a  leader's Values consistent behaviour

and decisive performance are severely

tested by feelings such as sense of
loss, need to control,  need for

attention,  lack of pride, denial-
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avoiding conflict and even an erosion

in confidence and skill execution.

Therefore, it's at these times that
leaders need to be open to feedback
from others and to take the time to
seek the truth about themselves and
be honest with others. When leaders
learn about their leadership strengths

and weaknesses and then act on
them, they are more effective for the
next wave of change. You can be sure

the next wave is already upon you.

One suggestion to act on if you feel
that you are experiencing these
feelings or questioning your

execution is to keep a log of your

feelings and thoughts and review it

weekly. The goal is to be honest with

yourself and judgment-free of others.

Creating a culture of honest feedback
is part of our Value of transparency

and, for this purpose, the Leadership

Edge Managing My Performance

system offers Associate Feedback and

360 Values Feedback tools. The next

time you are asked to give feedback,
do your best to be honest and

judgment-free.

Another lesson that came to mind

from these three occasions of leaders

leading change is the need to pause

and allow everyone involved a chance

to accept the inevitability of change.

To give hope, leaders need to

acknowledge a loss and seek to

understand what those involved have
in common. Those leading and

involved in the change need to

celebrate the joys of affiliation and

accomplishment.  It's a great time to

give recognition and reward people
for individual  sacrifice and

achievements.

As a  leader ask yourself the
following questions:

•  What can I do to communicate and

help others to see meaning in the

change and the opportunity ahead?

•  What can I do to acknowledge and

reward others?

•    What can I do to learn from this

experience and help others learn
from this experience?

As a  leader here are some actions
l've seen  other  leaders take:

•   Use several channels of

communication to help everyone

affected by the change understand
the change and the situation. Your

goal is common understanding so

people can make informed
decisions.

•  There are over 1,000 ways to

recognize and reward people (see

our Leadership Library for the

book).  My favorite is Bravo Bonus.

•    Use Six Sigma tools  like  Plus Delta,

GRIPI  and  Stakeholder Analysis to

learn and improve performance.

use Leadership Edge feedback and

assessment tools (Associate

Feedback on  PADs, 360 Feedback,

Leadership Wheel) to learn more

about yourself and others.

iiii=
ii=



On  the  road  to  top-notch  sanitation
BY      ELISABETH      SANTOS,      MAPLE      LEAF      POULTRY

Sanitation is the cornerstone of
an effective food safety

program.   How many times have

you heard this? What exactly does it
mean? At Maple Leaf Poultry, we

know that an effective sanitation

program  is Values driven with
objective measures that support

Continuous Improvement through

best practices.

Best practices in sanitation  is not a

new idea, but taking a rigorous, fact-

based approach to developing those

practices is a  unique concept.  Early in
2003, we started on that road.  The
first and most critical step meant

changing old ways of thinking and

bringing visibility to sanitation  as a

process in its own  right.

We identified and reviewed the
factors that contribute to sanitation

performance,  including  leadership,
chemical suppliers and floor-level

sanitation  procedures, and quickly

realized that a team-based approach

was critical  in  helping  us realize the

benefits that come from a superior

program. This is especially critical  at
the plant level. Though a corporate

program sets up the conditions,  it is
the floor level sanitation team that
delivers the program and makes it a
success.

In order to evaluate the impact of the

different factors affecting sanitation,
we needed to expand beyond the
traditional performance measures of

visual and  micro assessment. A

sanitation scorecard was developed

and we were able to identify both
best practices and key concerns. We

were also able to address issues such

The Edmonton team: (I-Ft) Miguelito Estacio, Restituto Castenda, Henrico Monera, Farid Avdal,
Reynaldo Jamili Jr., Francis Ramos, Dagoberto Estrada, Julius Caluttung, Dayal Das, Diep Van Le,
Joselito Velasco, Rolando Garma, Jimmy Bancolita and Butch Trowsdale, Sanitation Supervisor,
Team members not pictured are: Ronaldo Singian, Francisco Camino, Arnold Ranon, Hardeep Virk and
Ftamandeep Shergill.

as chemical supplier performance as

well as optimization and

standardization of chemicals and

procedures. The scorecard provides a
way for each plant's sanitation teams

to Continuously Improve (by

measuring the impact of changes to
the program) and to Drive for
Performance (by measuring

themselves against other plants).

There have been challenges but there

also have been major successes since

the inception of the scorecard. In

2004, three plants were recognized
for sanitation achievements with the
Toronto facility achieving the highest

sustained  micro score.  Edmonton

achieved the most improved

sanitation over the course of the year
with a 49-percent improvement from
the first half to the last half of 2004,

and Brampton achieved the most
improved sanitation year over year -a

The Brampton team: (back row, I-R) Abdul
Mohamed, Valdomiro Moniz, Antonio Costa,
Kennedy Badu (lead hand), Gamil Herakli (super-
visor), (front row, I-R) Jose Botelho, Larry Moniz,
James Hartrich and Emilia Okai. Missing from
the photo are Joao Couto, Nelson Gile and
Murray Devon.

383-percent improvement from 2003
to 2004.

Overall, there was a  103-percent

improvement in the sanitation  levels

across all the plants in 2004 compared

to 2003! Way to go, everyone, on an
excellent job that's well worth

celebrating!

MapleLeatFoods|lssue28%
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POM partners
with  major

players
BY      CHANTAL      PELLETIER,

CANADA      BREAD      FRESH

BAKERY

POM
has entered into a

partnership with the
Dairy Farmers of Canada to promote

consumption of grilled cheese

sandwiches made with Canadian

cheeses and POM bread with an  in-store

campaign entitled  ''Say

Grillcheeeeeeese with  POM!"

From  Feb. 8 to March 5,  2005, the

promotion featured a fantastic on-line
contest for consumers, who were
offered a chance to win one of four
complete photography kits (a digital

camera, a printer and $500 gift

certificates) as well as one of the  100

sandwich grills being given out as

instant prizes.

More than five million secret entry

codes were printed on POM and
Villaggio breads.  In addition,  a contest

launch e-mail with a secret entry code

was also sent to over 100,000 POM

consumers at the onset of the

promotion. The contest was advertised
in stores directly on the POM and

Villaggio packaging,  as well  as on signs

and shelf cards on our displays.

The Feb.12 Publi-sac was printed  in the

colours of the POM  promotion (over

500,000 Publi-sacs distributed door-to-

door),  inviting consumers to enter the

contest and offering a coupon
applicable for the purchase of a  POM

Superclub sandwich  bread.  Finally,  a

special Grilled Cheese magazine was

offered free with the purchase of two
POM  breads. This special  issue,  of which

250,000 copies were displayed  in-store

with POM products, featured celebrity

grilled cheese recipes and $2 off POM
breads and Canadian cheeses.

A second  major partner joined this POM

initiative. Agropur,  one of the largest

cheese producers in Quebec, organized

in-store tastings using the new POM  No-

Hole Bagels and some of its most

popular cheeses.  POM, the Dairy
Farmers of Canada and Agropur created

a  recipe for success!

Making  the

Cut:  an

unforgettable

experience
BY      STEVE      BEWLEY,      MAPLE

LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

My phone rang on a Saturday
afternoon  last July.  ''Hi Steve,

this is .  .  .  Making the Cut.

Congratulations, you're going to B.C."

I  had  played  hockey at Ryerson

University in Toronto, Ontario, and

spent the summer after graduation
training for a tryout with the Mississippi

Sea Wolves. It was hard work, but I

loved it. Unfortunately, with only a

month left until tryouts, I started

getting sharp pains in my knee. Three
months later,  I was given my release

after never playing a regular season

game.  I was eventually diagnosed and
healed through  physical therapy.

Then  I joined  Maple Leaf Frozen  Bakery.

It was overwhelming at first,  learning

the nuances of both the corporate
environment and the bakery industry.

The mentorship of Tom Hebbes,  District

Sales Manager,  and  Bill  Sudeyko,

Director of Sales Development, has

been instrumental in helping me meet

the challenges of this business. These

two leaders live the Maple Leaf Values

every day and that's why, along with

the other members of our team, our
division has operated successfully in a

highly competitive marketplace.

At the end of May 2004, I attended a
tryout to join the television show,
"Making the Cut", where close to 7,000

hockey players competed for one of 68

spots at a two-week camp.
Unfortunately,I was not one of the  16

finalists but the teams I  played on

finished undefeated.  Not too bad for a

guy who had been selling bread for the

previous year!

This time around,  I was able to enjoy

the ''whole experience" that goes with
being a  hockey player.  It also made me

appreciate the teammates I have at
Canada Bread and Maple Leaf, and

reminded me to always enjoy the little

things along the way.

MapleLeafFoods|ls"e28%



Innovative  FroBake®  bread  hits  the  shelves
BY      RAJA      GRAR,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

Maple Leaf Frozen  Bakery rang  in the New Year in a

big way by launching a brand new variety of

bread called FroBake®.  It's really a remarkable product -so

revolutionary that it's actually patent-protected!

FroBake® is a  Maple Leaf Bakery exclusive, coming from a

unique recipe for frozen, unbaked loaves and rolls that go

from the freezer into the oven without any of the typical,
time-consuming thawing and baking preparations required by

ordinary frozen dough. With FroBake®,  it will only take  1-1/2

to two hours to produce a freshly baked loaf of bread versus
18 hours with traditional frozen dough. This product is the

result of painstaking research and extensive product

development, and it is going to save storage space,  reduce

prep time and  increase margins for in-store bakeries.

The bread comes in three varieties: wheat,  multigrain and
white in a  loaf and  roll format.  Best of all,  it is wholesome and

delicious -far superior in taste, aroma, appearance and

texture to low-end, frozen par-baked products.

Simply put, FroBake® is prepared and packaged for our

customers in a way that gives retail bakeries superior quality
''artisan-like"  breads and rolls at a much  lower cost.  It

represents the perfect combination of Old World style and

New World technology because it doesn't need traditional
''proofing" or ''dough retardation''. That is quite an amazing

accomplishment, and it is ideal for any retail bakery that

wants to increase consumer preference for higher quality,

fresh baked bread, every day of the week. It is no surprise that
the slogan for FroBake® is ''Premium Quality,  Everyday Price".

From a purely business perspective, this is great news for our

stakeholders. FroBake® is projected to generate incremental

sales of approximately half a  million cases in the first year

alone, which would contribute a substantial return in

revenue!

This product is a terrific example of Maple Leaf Frozen

Bakery's commitment to success through innovation and

dedication.

FroBake® is sold at Wal-Mart stores in the U.S.  It was expected

to be launched under either the European Collection brand or

under various private label house brands in Canada and the

U.S.  beginning on  March  1.
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Canada  Bread  leads  with  innovation  . . .  again!
BY      JORDAN      FIEJTE,      CANADA      BREAI)      FRESH      BAKERY

Over the past few years, Canada Bread Fresh Bakery

has successfully led the growth in the bread

category through innovation and now they're doing it again -

with pitas!

Canada Bread learned through research that consumers are

unhappy with the pitas currently available in the market

place. Traditional pitas are just too thin and dry and they
crack or tear when you try to open the pocket to fill them
with tasty ingredients.

That problem is now solved with the launch of the New

Dempster's Sandwich  Pouches. These pitas are thicker and

more bread-like so they are easy to open and fill, and they

won't crack or tear.  Each pita has been perforated down the
middle so that it simply pulls apart into two pouch  pieces with

no cutting needed.

PULLIT    POPIT      LOAD
APART!      OPEN!       ITUP!

Dempster's Sandwich Pouches offer regular sandwich bread

users an exciting, more convenient way to have sandwiches

and began selling  in Ontario on  March  1,  2005. Sandwich

Pouches will also be available in the Western Canada and

Quebec markets by the start of the fall under the MCGavin's
and  POM  brands respectively.

Bon  Matin  -the  growth  leader
BY      ANI)REF      GUIMONT,      CANADA      BREAI)      FRESH      BAKERY

Obesity
is on the rise.

Diabetes is

becoming  increasingly common.  Baby

boomers represent a large portion of

the general population. These facts are

all part of the reason that consumers
are more and more concerned with
what they eat and tend to modify their
food purchasing choices to better fulfill

their specific needs.

In 2004,  Bon  Matin diversified its

offering in response to consumers' new
needs with the introduction of three
new distinctive lines:  Bon Matin grain

breads,  Healthy Way certified organic

breads, and  REDUCTION  low calorie

breads. Bon Matin has achieved

phenomenal growth and the brand is
considered the key driver of growth in

Quebec's bread market. In Quebec, the

Le gofrt d`etre bien !

Bon Matin brand remains the

uncontested leader of whole grain
breads, with a 38-percent increase in

sales and an 8.5-percent share of the

market.*

ln 2005,  Bon  Matin will continue to

grow with the introduction of its
Calorie Reduction multigrain  loaf,

specifically developed for consumers

who wish to regain their figure. There is

no doubt that this product will be a
success. With only 45 calories per slice,

this bread offers the lowest calorie rate

on the market without compromising
On taste.

In addition, January marked the

beginning of a  humorous television

campaign, consisting of two 30-second

commercials aimed at women 25 and

over who are interested in a healthy

diet. The commercials feature women in

situations where they express their
need to feel good, inside and out.

Women everywhere will easily identify

with these situations, and agree with

the conclusion that Bon Matin breads

are part of the little things consumers

can do on a daily basis to help them

feel good about themselves.

Bon  Matin  is planning  more launches

for the fall and is committed to

retaining its position as the leader of

Quebec's healthy bread segment
throughout 2005.

*Nielsen,12 weeks to Nov. 27, 2004,

in dollars.

MgiveLea"oods|lssu"8%



Finance  SVP   keeps  demands  in   DersDec[ive
Ill

BY      CHERYL      LONG,      ROVING      REPORTER

Thl,ee children,  a husband

and a merger between
two of Canada's largest food-processing

companies -''busy''  barely describes the

lifestyle of Maple Leaf Consumer Foods'

Senior Vice President (SVP),  Finance.

It's no wonder that one of Teresa
Fortney's personal goals is being able to

free up a little spare time. She even

jokes that she should "book into a spa
for a few days! "

Well,  it sounds like the spa may have to

wait pending the monumental task of
combining the internal systems and

processes of both Maple Leaf Consumer
Foods (MLCF) and Schneider Foods.  ''My

short-term goal as Senior Vice

President,  Finance for Consumer Foods

is to facilitate, enable, guide and be a

change agent and leader in the merger
of MLCF and Schneider Foods," Teresa

explained.  ''My vision  is to bring

% Maple  Leaf  Fo'|ys  I  Issue  28
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together two great finance teams that
anticipate business requirements and

exceed their expectations. "

Staying externally focused on our

customers throughout the process is top

priority, she added. Fortunately, Teresa
brings a combination of ''charm and

wit" to the job, not to mention a
degree in mathematics from the

University of Waterloo in Waterloo,

Ontario, an  FCMA designation (Fellow

of the Society of Management

'r           1`.    .`,      1

;'  -i,i  th

Accountants) and more than  10 years of

experience with Schneider Foods.

''Seriously,  I think I  have a consultative

and collaborative style that brings

people together and includes them. By
drawing on the collective ideas and

experience of the team, our
achievements are that much better,"
Teresa explained.  ''Listening and

working to understand other people's

perspectives are also key enablers to
finding the right solution for all  parts of

the business."

Teresa's history with Schneider Foods

dates back to the spring of 1993.  Prior

to that time, her diverse career in
finance was centered in the Toronto

area where she worked as an analyst,
assistant treasurer and group controller.

Teresa Fortney and her child.en: (L-R)
Susan, Alex and Erin.



But when Teresa and her husband,
Lee,  made the decision to raise their

children outside of Toronto, they

headed southwest to Guelph, Ontario

and Teresa joined Schneider Foods in

nearby Kitchener.

"During  my  101/2 years with

Schneider's,  I worked with many great

people and had some of the most
rewarding experiences of my career,"

she said.  ''1 have watched the growth

and development of the people and
business with great pride. As all of us

know, it's very rewarding to work for a

successful organization that values its

people.„

One of those "great people"  is Gerry

Hooper, Senior VP and CFO, Schneider

Foods. Teresa mentored with Gerry for

10 years,  admiring  his ability to ''allow

individuals to explore their own

intuition and develop their own

experiences, while providing thought-

provoking  insights and direction that
encourages people to be their best."

Humour is a valuable tool that Teresa

brings to the office. While enjoying

your job and working hard are keys to
success, adding a dash of levity helps

to bring people together and keep life

in  perspective, she explained.  ''Besides,

I  prefer smiling to frowning so that I

can reduce the wrinkle factor!" she

added.

Since joining  MLCF in  November 2003,

Teresa has had an opportunity to work
with teams from both companies. This

dual experience has been  invaluable in

helping Teresa establish a sense of

trust and pave the way for a smooth
transition between the two companies.
The results are evident.  "One of my

proudest career moments was when I
moved to Consumer Foods and

watched my Schneider finance team

step up to the plate, embrace their
expanded responsibilities and succeed.

It's all about the team!" she said.

Of course, there's another team that

plays a  huge role in Teresa's life -her
husband  Lee and their children Alex,

13;  Susan,10;  and  Erin,  7.  Family ski

trips in the winter and cheering from

the sidelines during the kids' baseball

and softball games each summer help

to keep life in  balance.

Some of Teresa's favorite childhood

memories revolve around family

activities,  including  her first trip to

watch the Toronto Blue Jays with her

father.  ''1 remember how important

these times were and try to do the
same with my kids,"  she said.
''...children  help you to keep  life  in

perspective...how much the little
things really mean! "

Name: Teresa Fortney

Title: Senior Vice President,  Finance,  Maple Leaf Consumer

Foods

Place of Residence: Guelph, Ontario

Background:  I was born and raised in  Burlington.  My parents
moved to Canada in the '50s from the Netherlands.

Hobbies: Traveling,  knitting, camping, motorcycling,
woodworking with my father-in-law when he was alive.
Reading is my wind-down.

Favorite movie:  Last of the Mohicans .„ good historical, great
music.

Favorite musical group:  I  love all  kinds of music, everything
from rock to classical and jazz.  I can't say I enjoy some of the
new music styles yet,  but my kids are working on me.

Favorite Maple Leaf or Schneider product: l'm a big meat
eater (sorry Bakery team!) so I'm not sure I can pick one!  How
about I go by theme...  Breakfast: Schneider's bacon or MLF
sausage patties.  Lunch:  Lunchmates or Mini  Bites for the kids!
Dinner:  MLF Fully Cooked  roast or Schneider's microwaveable

Breaded Chicken Fillets. You can see that I fit the profile of
''Convenience, Ready-to-Eat" but that's only for weekdays

when we're in a rush.  I  really enjoy cooking a good meal on the
weekends.

If you could choose one new place to visit/vacation, where
would it be? I would love to go back to southern Europe -
Italy,  Greece, Spain.  I spent  10 weeks traveling across Europe

afterigraduatedfromuniversity'Whata9reatexpM:p[ej:aT:o:d:,,ssu„8%



Frozen  Bakery
receives CE0
Safety Award
BY     JASON      LONGI)EN,      MAPLE

LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

Our Calgary, Alberta facility achieved
450,000 hours without a lost-time
accident, earning the CEO Safety Award.
This demonstrates a continuing
commitment by management and staff
to "Doing What's Right" and ensuring a
safe work environment.
Shown are: (I-R) Cordon Palmer, Production
Manager; Jason Longden, Operations Manager;
and Stacy Hamilton, Corporate OH&S.

Spec
in i lestones for
MLCF  Hamilton
BY      GRANT      DUNHAM,      MAPLE

LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

On Oct. 28, 2004, the Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods facility in Hamilton,
Ontario celebrated two milestones. First
was the recognition of the facility
reaching five years without a lost-time
accident as of Oct. 8, 2004. Also, the
Hamilton facility achieved its goal of
two million hours without a lost-time
accident on Oct. 12, 2004.

AIl employees were scheduled on the
day shift so they could take part in a
celebration, which was attended by
Michael Mccain (President & CEO,
Maple Leaf Foods), Rick Young
(President, MLCF) and Steve Dowbiggin
(Senior VP Manufacturing/ General
Manager, Potatoes). Also present was
representation from the Ontario
Workplace Safety & Insurance Board.
Everyone enjoyed a barbecue lunch of
sausage, chicken, salads and cake for
dessert.

Michael addressed the group and

presented a plaque to the facility in
recognition of this achievement. AIL
employees were provided with an
engraved pen and key chain box set
marking the occasion. They also
received jackets as a token of
appreciation.

``This is only achievable when we work

together to eliminate workplace
accidents," said Plant Manager Bill
Malloy. "The dedication of the Joint
Health and Safety Committee in
cooperation with the supervisors played
a major part in achieving this
milestone."
Duncan MCKeeve (left) and Marlene BIais hold a
plaque commemorating the Hamilton plant's
recent acliievements.

Landmark  hosts  suooessful  dairy tour
BY      CONNIE      HARDER,      LANDMARK      FEEI)S

In :r°gvaenTzbeedr :::x:'d:hyet::::nT:r*::teedrsnDoaira::oaaTnd            I
the surrounding area for a group of 18 Alberta dairy           il

producers.

Highlights of the event  included:

•  tour of the Maple Leaf Agresearch Facility,

•  tour of two Shur-Gain USA fed New York State Dairies,

•  tour of the milk replacer facility which manufactures

product for our calf program,
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Shown are the 2004 Dairy Tour Participants, along with Landmark Feeds repre-
sentatives Connie Harder and Jeff Pascoe, and Agresearch representative Bob
Robson at the Maple Loaf Agresearch Facility.

Landmark -conft.nued on page 27



Say  `Cheese!'
New security system

pubs  smiles  on
employees'  and
customers'  faces

BY     JEANETTE      JONES,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS

CORPORATE

Employees and customers alike are
smiling about Maple Leaf Foods'

new photo identification cards.

Our employees across North America

are flashing their pearly whites for

pictures that will be adhered to their
existing security cards. Customers are

smiling too, as Maple Leaf steps up

security measures to meet their
increasing food safety needs.

Under the new lDenticam system,

employees at every Maple Leaf facility

are receiving a security card clearly

showing the employee's name and

photo. The photo and name are
adhered to existing security pass cards.

Putting  pictures on security cards helps

to create a safer and more secure
workplace. The new system is already in

use at many of our facilities across the

country and the team heading up the
security measures expects the roll-out

REMap[eLeafFoods]nc-
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to be complete in the next few months.

''lDenticam is one example of the

Company's efforts to further secure our

products,  people and facilities,"  said
Patrick Clair,  Corporate Customs

Compliance Manager,  Maple Leaf

Foods.  ''We've also increased  lighting

and fencing,  improved video

surveillance and stepped up protocols

for security staff at facilities across the

country.,,

Our commitment to deliver the highest

standard of food safety assurance is
also reinforced by the new photo lD

system.  Food safety is an  integral

element of our commitment to
consumers and our ability to show a

secure chain of custody adds to that
commitment.  It  is also a critical

requirement for many of our
international customers.

The new system also improves sign-in

procedures for employees who travel to
and work from many Maple Leaf

facilities.  Employees will simply need to

swipe their cards when entering and
leaving  Maple Leaf sites,  rather than

the previous sign-in  procedures.

Office employees will need to wear the

card with their photo displayed at all

times.  By prominently showing the

photo I.D. we will be better able to
identify employees, welcome guests

and identify those who do not belong.
Employees in manufacturing areas may

not need to wear the card for safety
reasons. Production-based employees

will still  need to use their passes to

enter secure premises or restricted areas

of their workplace. Other than a

photograph,  no additional information
will be collected and use of the photos

will be governed by the corporate

privacy policy.

For many, this system  is already in  place

and working well. For those who

haven't seen the bright flash of the
new digital camera system yet,  it will  be

arriving at your facility soon. Your

human resources personnel, and in

some cases administrative or plant

managers, will make arrangements to

have your new IDenticam pictures

taken and applied to your existing

security cards over the next few
months.

While this is a small change to our

security protocols,  it makes a big

difference to our customers and helps

to secure our place as a leading food

Company.

Landmark -conf/nued from page 26

•  two days at the Royal Winter Fair and,

•   sightseeing at Niagara  Falls.

A focal point of the tour was the afternoon spent at the
Maple Leaf Agresearch  Facility in Burford, Ontario.  Many of

the participants benefit from the research and innovation
developed at this facility, yet for most, the impact of our
investment in research and  innovation was only truly realized

when participants stepped foot on to the facility grounds.

Located provinces away from the hub of Maple Leaf, Shur-

Gain and the research facility activity,  it is essential to actively

promote each of these areas within our market. We
contribute to and benefit from these areas and feel it is
important to educate our customers and prospects on just
how much we invest into the industry and how much we have
to offer to them, their families and their business.

This social event, with a positive return on investment,

provided an opportunity to cement relationships,
communicate our investment into the dairy industry and

showcase the depth of our organization.

MapluleafFoods|ls"e28%



Marketing  raises
the  bar at
Canada  Bread
Atlantic
BY      KELLY      TILLEY,      CANADA

BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

As::::fuan:::[t:na:eddi:groer:steo
awareness of our corporate Values, the
marketing department at Canada Bread
Fresh Atlantic based out of Bed ford,
Nova Scotia successfully implemented
the ``Celebrating and Rewarding Our
Accomplishments Contest" in late 2004
for all Atlantic Canada salaried and part-
time employees.

To help promote awareness of our
Leadership Values, a team was
established to communicate the contest
and encourage participation in various
locations throughout Atlantic Canada.
This team was made up of Dave
Dodman, Manager of Logistics & Sales
Operations; Marion Butler, Office
Manager; Deneen Shewan, HR
Consultant; Stephanie Sancton, Brand
Manager; and Karena vanKippersluis,

Brand Manager. They were also
responsible for delivering posters and
nomination forms to all of the plants,
thrift stores, distribution centres and
administrative offices to ensure all
employees had the opportunity to

participate in the contest.

Employees were encouraged to
nominate people they felt had done an
excellent job of demonstrating any of
our six corporate Values throughout the

year and deserved recognition for these
efforts. Over a two-week period, Karena
and Stephanie sent out daily e-mails to
employees demonstrating ways to apply
the Values in their day-to-day activities
at work. These examples were used as
thought starters for potential
nominators as well as a mechanism to
teach the application of our Values.

The response was overwhelming with
130 entries! The 12 winners that were
drawn randomly received their choice of
a leather Canada Bread garment bag or a
Swiss Army watch. As a special bonus,
each person who nominated one of the
12 winners also received a prize!
Congratulations to all of the winners
and everyone who was nominated.

The winners from the random draw are
as follows: George Baudeaux,

Performance Driven, Territory Manager,
New Glasgow Thrift Store; Dereck Wood,
Bias for Action, Regional Account
Manager, Fredericton Thrift Store; Terry
Scott, Bias for Action, Production,
Newfoundland Plant; Rick Hamilton,
Bias for Action, Territory Manager,
Moncton Sales; Lisa George, Bias for
Action, Thrift Store Clerk, Dartmouth
Thrift Store; Joanne Johnson,
Performance Driven, Thrift Store Clerk,
Bridgewater Thrift Store; Sharron Dyke,
Continuously Improve, Thrift Store
Supervisor, Truro Thrift Store; Lynn
Gillard, Bias for Action, Quality
Assurance, Manager Newfoundland
Plant; Jason Archibald, Bias for Action,
Cost Analyst, Halifax Plant; Carlo
Diliberatore, Performance Driven,
Regional Sales Manager, Eastern
Regional Head Office; Kin Cormier,
Performance Driven, Outside Purchase
Co-coordinator, Moncton Plant; Gerry
Richard, Bias for Action, Territory
Manager, Bridgewater.

This fun-filled contest heightened the
awareness of Leadership Values
throughout Atlantic Canada.
Congratulations on successfully
achieving your goal to communicate
and increase awareness of our corporate
Values to Atlantic Canada. Great job!

Maple  Leaf
Frozen  Bakery

35 Years
Fred Koenig,
Technical Sales Manager Mountain
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MLF Corporate  Long  Service

25  Years

Anna Giorgianni, Office Services
Manager, Maple Leaf Foods
Corporate, Mississaliga, Ontario

Ftod Snyder, Business Systems
Analyst, CIS. Mississauga,
Onta,io

40 Years

lion Funk, Business Systems
Analyst, CIS, Mississauga,
Ontario



Canada  Bread  Long Service awards

Fresh Ontario -25 Years

Celebrating 25 years of service are: (L-R) Victor Romero,
Oven/Pan Stacker, Etobicoke; Tony Morsillo, Technician,
Etobicoke; Maria Dougalas, Wrapper Operator, Etobicoke; Nick
Mourtopallas, Retiree, Etobicoke; Donna Antonopoulos, Wrapper
Operator, Etobicoke; Aldo Cerqua, Shipper, Etobicoke; Ignazio
Strazzeri, Retiree, Etobicoke; and Onorato Colangelo, Retiree,
Etobicoke.

Fresh Atlantic -   40 Years

Celebrating 40 years of service are: (back row,
L-R) Rejean Rioux, Regional Sales Manager, NB;
Connie Doiron, retiring after 40 years; Dana
MacQueen, Director Of Key Accounts, Atlantic;
Harold Smith, Territory Manager, retiring after
40 years, PEI; Dave Saunders, Territory
Manager, PEI; (front row, L-R) Gerry Richard,
Territory Manager, NS; and Mike Blackmore,
Regional Sales Manager, NS.

Fresh West - Edmonton  Group

Celebrating years of long service are: (front row, L-R)
David L'Hirondelle (Group 3 Shipping, 25 years),
Brian Donahue (Maintenance Manager, 25 years),
Inderjeet Parmar (Group I Production, 25 years), Rex
Wozney (Groupl Lead Hand, 35 years), Kien Dam
(Group I Relief, 25 years), Taylor Tan (Group 1 Relief,
25 years), Nancy Chamberlain (Group 4 Sanitation,
25 years), Gerard Gadoury (Group 1 Production, 25

years), (back row, L-R) Ray Larsen (Production
Supervisor, 30 years), Magdi Guirguis (Group I
Production, 25 years), Vincent S. Ezoua
(Manufacturing Manager, not an award recipient),
Lyle Paul (Group I Production, 25 years), Wayne
Woodcox (Group 5 Lead Hand, 25 years), Vinod Kohli
(Group 4 Sanitation, 25 years), Minh Luong (Group 2
Production, 25 years) and Mark Weymann (Manager,
Operations projects, not an award
recipient).

MapleLeafFoods|lssue28#



Canada  Bread  Long  Service  awards  (continued)

Fresh West -BC Group

Celebrating years of long service are: (front row, L-R) Dianne Lyric (Foreperson, 25 years), Grant Sturko (Regional Sales Manager,
25 years), Roger Lau (Checker, 25 years), Thomas Wu (Mechanic Certified, 25 years), Hugo Chu (Divider/Moulder Operator, 25

years), Franz Derungs (Production Supervisor, 30 years), Alan Lam (Assistant Foreman, 25 years),  Don Lee (Scaler, 30 years), Chi
Wong (Plant Assistant, 25 years), Kay Kwok Mak (Machine Operator, 25 years), Barry Solberg (Foreperson, 30 years), Domingo
Dorozan (Machine Operator, 25 years), Bob Kosolofski (retiring after 30 years), Mundi Kerslake (Machine Operator, 25 years),
Robert O'Reilly (Production Manager, 25 years); (back row, L-R) Rob Mccallion (Shipper/Receiver, 25 years), Harvey Bodenschatz
(Distribution Supervisor, 25 years), Ranjit Walia (Dough Mixer, 30 years), Calvin Gossen (Plant Assistant, 25 years), Victor Kaulius
(Territory Manager, 30 years), Rick Warner (Shipping/Warehouse Manager, 30 years), Mohammed Hanif (Plant Assistant, 30
years), Ron Cutting (Business Information Systems Manager, 40 years), Henry Lyszczyk (Regional Sales Manager, West Food
Service, 25 years) and Spencer Brownie (Foreperson, 25 years). Not pictured are Ray Gould (Territory Manager, 25 years), Tom
MCAleese (Oven Operator, 30 years), Gordon Bird (Dough Mixer, 25 years), Jim Coleman (Shift Foreman, 25 years), Don Lemon
(Machine Operator, 25 years), Brian Pinder (Service, 25 years), Nirmal Sidhu (Machine Operator, 25 years), John Oliverio (Plant
Assistant, 35 years), Mario Bevilacqua (Assistant Foreman, 30 years), Paul Wong (Plant Assistant, 25 years) and Mike MCHugh
(Load Builder, 25 years).

Fresh Quebec -25   Years

Clement Gravel,
Preparer -Filling
and Injection,
Beauport plalit

Serge Laurion, Shipper,         Guy Letourneau,
Leon-Harmel                               Bagger Attendant,
Distribution                                  Levis plant

Carla Pellegrino,
Mechanical
Maintenance worker,
Dandurand plant

Richard Pichette,
General Help,
Beauport plant

Not pictured:
Guy Beaulleu,
Leadhand,
Laval plant

Ghislain Nadeau,
Shipper/Receiver,
Jean-Marchand
Distribution

30 Years

Diane Berrigan,
Receptionist/Secretary,
L6vls plant
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Ftobert Lachance,
General Help,
St-C6me plant

Gilles Lebel,
Maintenance,
Levis plant

I]oger Noel,
Production Helper,
Moulding/Panning/
Worker, Dandurand
plant

Jacques Lachance,
Production supervisor,
St-C6me plant

Gilles Major, Sanitation,
Laval plant



Doug  Dodds
35 years

In November 2004, Michael Mccain,
President & CEO, MLF, presented Doug
Dodds (left), President, Schneider
Foods, with a gift to celebrate his 35

years of service with the Company. The
presentation was made during the
Schneider Foods' 25-and 35-Year
Dinner Celebration held at Golf's Steak
House in Kitchener, Ontario. Doug
began his career at Schneider Foods as a
Cost Accountant in 1969. He took over
as Western Controller out of the
Winnipeg, Manitoba facility in 1973 and
became President of Link Services Inc.
in 1981. Four years later, he was named
President and in 1988 was appointed
President and Chief Executive Officer.
One of the highlights of Doug's career
was the implementation of Continuous
Improvement (CI) that evolved
Schneider Foods into a leading-edge
force in the food industry.

Celebrating a  40-year  milestone

Joe Pimentel, Production
Manager, Brampton,
Ontario (seen seated at
the table in the centre)
recently celebrated 40
years of service. Joe
marked this incredible
milestone with his
colleagues and friends
from every department and
function within Maple Leaf
Poultry. Congratulations
Joe!

Still  smiling  after  35  years

Charlie Buchanan has just passed a huge
milestone - 35 years of service! He was

just a young lad of 21 when he first
began working full time for Maritime
Processing in 1969. Charlie started out as
a meal bagger, then steam press
operator, then expeller operator, and
currently works as a refinery operator at
Rothsay's largest rendering plant in
Atlantic Canada.

"Bubbles", as Charlie is known,

remembers when tallow and grease were
loaded on to the old CN Rail tank cars
from a siding that ran right through
Rothsay's back yard, now part of the
Trams Canada Trail. His job in the
refinery has always been the coldest due
to the tank farm's location outside the
north side of the building. Those

Kurt Cornier (left), Manager, Atlantic Region,
congratulates Charlie Buchanan on 35 years of
service.

northerly, minus-40 wind chills haven't

gotten any easier over the years but he
still keeps on smiling through thick and
thin.

25 years

Long
Service
Awards -
ML  Poultry Bruce Sutton, Director,

Reporting and Controls,
Mississauga, Ontario

Lloyd George, Retail
Specialist, ML Poultry,
Canard, Nova Scotia

Erie Hatt, Payroll
Administrator, IV]L Poultry,
Canard, Nova Scotia

Ftuth Egerdee, Order
Assembly Supervisor,
New Hamburg, Ontario
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Ouebeo's  Annual  Gala
of  Exoellenoe
BY     JOSEE      ARBOUR,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      Fool)S

this year's event was by far the best we've had to date.

In a fabulous setting  reminiscent of a  night at the Oscars, sales

representatives made their entrance on the red carpet to the

applause of the management team and their guests. It was a
magical evening, acknowledging the work of those who make
a strong contribution to the success of our team. Prizes are

given to sales representatives in categories such as Best
Merchandiser, Deli Action -Prime and Introduction to New

Products, Getting it Done and Best Leadership.

The grand prize -  Sales Representative for 2004 in Quebec -
was awarded to Denis Magnan, also one of this year's

President's Award recipients. Several special guests made the

trip to Montreal, Quebec to attend the evening,  including

Brock Furlong,  President,  Maple Leaf Poultry;  Renee Durepos,

Human Resources Manager; and Norm Sabapathy,  Director of

Human  Resources.

Enjoying Quel)ec's annual gala are: (L-R) Nathalie Wilson (Regional Sales
Manager), Francine Dauphin (Sales Rep), Brock Furlong (President, Maple Leat
Frozen Bakery), Jeanne Boisvert (Sales Rep), Ften6e Durepos (Human
Resources Manager), Gerald Cayouette (District Manager), Martine Provost
(Sales Rep), Sylvain Ross (Senior Diiector Of Sales), Denis Magnan (Sales Rep),
Norm Sabapathy (Human Resources Director) and Claude Gagn6 (District
Manager).


